EARLY CHILDHOOD LANGUAGE AND CLASSROOM DISCOURSE

by Courtney B. Cazden

Early Child Language Development

At that time, Roger Brown was beginning a new kind of research on children's language development. Instead of giving tests to age-graded groups, he initiated much more labor-intensive observations over time: audiotaping, transcribing, and analyzing natural interactions between a child and parent at home. Brown started with two children of Harvard graduate students. When I joined the project as a research assistant, I asked if we could add a third child from a working class family, “Adam” and “Eve” were joined by “Sarah,” neither of whose parents had gone beyond high school (Brown 1973.)

I visited Sarah every two weeks, taping two hours of conversation between her and her mother. I transcribed the tapes as accurately as possible, down to the level of the smallest unit of meaningful language such as the noun and verb inflections—i.e. the noun both plurals and possessives, and the verb both present progressive, “ing,” and the regular past tense —ed. To decide when a researcher could

My early interests in social class and cultural differences in children’s language continued as well as my delight in the creative agency of each individual.
assert that a child had “acquired” one of these grammatical inflections, Brown established an arbitrary criterion: if the child was supplying the inflection in spontaneous speech on 90% of the occasions in which it was grammatically required. So if Sarah said, “Mommy eat” when her mother was at that moment eating, the missing inflection—ing, would be counted as an omission.

Studying developmental phenomena across children requires a measurement or metric for making comparisons. **Chronological age (CA)** is the convention and is expressed in months of age, but we also used average **mean length of utterance (MLU)** in morphemes (equals the number of different minimal units of meaning) as an alternative. (While **Mommy eat** has just 2 words (or two morphemes), **Mommy eating** has 3, with the noun inflection “ing” considered a “bound morpheme.”) The comparison of similarities and differences among the three children according to these two metrics became informative. chronological age and mean length of utterance in this research are comparable to chronological age (CA) and mental age (MA) in various studies of intellectual development. Like mental age, MLU is a single global measure, and equating children on it yields additional information on the relative development of more specific abilities, such as the acquisition of complex grammar.

When we compared the three children on chronological age, the developmental sequence was clear: Eve had by far the fastest development, achieving an average MLU of 4 when she was only 27 months old, while Adam and Sarah did not construct equivalently long utterances until they were 40-42 months old. But if age was ignored and MLU was the metric, the order of developmental progress changed dramatically. At average MLU of 2.25, only Sarah had acquired one of the inflections, plurality. When all three children had an MLU of 3.5, Sarah had acquired 5 inflections, while Eve had 4, and Adam only 2.

In addition to what could be considered the errors of omission when noun or verb inflections were grammatically required but not yet supplied, the three children also made some errors of commission. Before they learned to distinguish regular and irregular forms, they created overgeneralizations (OGs) of the plural (**mans** instead of **men**), possessive (**miness** instead of **mys**), present indicative (**doos** instead of **do**), and past (**goed** instead of **went**). OGs derive from a child having learned the rules of English grammar. All three children first produced correct irregular forms and then for a time alternated them inconsistently with incorrect OGs, and finally observed the mature distinction. Sarah first used the correct irregular “went” at 27 months, alternating thereafter with “goed.” She continued using both until “goed” disappeared after 49 months. Later, other researchers confirmed this three-step sequence in a larger sample of children.

Since over-generalized forms were never heard in parental speech, they are particularly intriguing evidence of young children’s creative cognitive agency at work. While all three evidenced this cognitive process, we also noted individual differences in frequency. While Eve and Sarah supplied only 7 OGs of the possessive **miness**, Adam alone supplied 36; he also metaphorically over-generalized content words as in “They talking” about two irons that faced each other on the ironing board.

In their early work, Roger Brown and Ursula Bellugi had hypothesized that a particular form of parental response they called **expansions** might provide especially useful information for the child’s acquisition of grammar. For example, if the child says, “Boy fall down,” the parent might reply, “Yes, he fell down.” They hypothesized that such expansions might be an especially helpful form of interaction because the response encodes the correct grammatical forms at the moment when the meanings they express were still likely to be present in the child’s mental attention.

My doctoral thesis (Cazden 1965) was a small experimental study designed to test this hypothesis with 12 children age 28-38 months in a language-impoverished private day-care center in an African American community of Boston. The children received daily individual play ses-
sions with especially trained tutors for three months. Children randomly assigned to the “expansion” group received affirming and deliberate expansions; children in the “modeling” group received an equivalent density of affirming and well-formed responses that were relevant to the child’s topic but carefully not expansions of the child’s utterance. The third control group children had opportunities to play with the toys and books in pairs, but interactions with the adult were kept to a minimum.

Our hypothesis was not confirmed. While children in both treatment groups gained more than those in the third control group, children in the modeling group gained the most on all six measures of their grammatical development. In the natural speech situation, expansions and non-contingent modelings of well-formed utterances often occur together. The parent in the “Boy fall” situation might have added something like, “Do you think he hurt himself?” But in a controlled experiment, there had to be a strict separation. As a result, the expansion-dense adult responses could be perceived as uninteresting and so attended to less, whereas the adult modelings were in effect exp-

sions of the child’s original meaning and thus potentially more interesting. The density of expansions in natural conversation may thus be a more valid indicator of its value.

In a more detailed analysis of expansions, we found that Sarah’s utterances that omitted inflections were followed much less frequently by a parent utterance that included the appropriate inflections (only 29%) than were Adam’s (51%) and Eve’s (49%). Comparing just the fastest and slowest developers, there were 294 expansions for Sarah and 427 for Eve. That is, Sarah received significantly fewer expansions even in absolute numbers, although the period of time covered by the time each child reached MLU of 5.0 was 23 months for Sarah and only 9 months for Eve. Thus we could tentatively conclude that at least these basic aspects of grammar learned before school seem to be learned despite differences in the child’s oral language environment.

Back to the Classroom: San Diego

In 1974-75, I went back to primary school teaching in order to test the real-world relevance of some of the knowledge about language development that I had been analyzing and teaching. I wanted to teach working class children again. I also wanted to collaborate with sociologist Hugh (Bud) Mehan at the University of California, San Diego, so I taught 25 children, all either Black or Chicano, in a combined first-second-third grade class in east San Diego, with Mehan as the researcher taping and analyzing our classroom interactions.

Mehan (1979) reported his detailed analysis of the participant structure of the interactions, and his work was as innovative in its time as Brown’s description of the grammatical structure of children’s early utterances the decade before. In brief, Mehan described in detail the participant structure that has come to be called the “default” “IRE/ F” sequence of teacher Initiation, student Response, and teacher Evaluation/Feedback. My reflections as the teacher are recorded in my introduction to his book and in a more personal account (1976). We have each reported elsewhere separate studies of children’s display of competence in this classroom setting.

It was a challenging year for me, but memories of individual children are still vivid more than 37 years later: Alberto for his invented spellings in the captions for his amazingly detailed drawings, such as “I lik to rid on a bot”; and Greg for his quick sense of humor: When he overheard my bilingual co-teacher explaining that she would be taking some children to her bilingual education class because “We need some real live children,” he quipped, “Ain’t no one dead in here is there?”

Given my previous research, I responded to three aspects of these children’s language differently than I might otherwise have done. First, I welcomed invented spellings like Alberto’s, which I perceived as evidence of his valuable attention to the sounds in each spoken word. Second, Black English was so omnipresent that I ceased to hear it in utterances such as Carolyn’s: “He on the wrong page” and “There go Leona’s”—examples of natural cultural differences that were in no way barriers to anyone’s understanding.
The third aspect involved my interpretations of test-induced distortions in children’s speech. In response to requests from early childhood coordinators in other California school districts, I tried out the CIRCUS battery of oral language tests from Educational Testing Service to see if it might be useful for the oral language evaluation then mandated in California. One of the subtests asked the children to complete such statements as *Here is a child. Here are two _______.* Eight of these items asked for such irregular forms. The seven native speakers of English gave 35 “incorrect” over-generalizations out of 56 possible responses: *childrens, feets, mines, moster, gooder,* etc. Having spent so much time earlier coding transcripts for just such items, I felt sure I would have noticed if they were that frequent in the children’s spontaneous speech. On the regular plural, possessive, and comparative items, the children got 74 out of 98 correct. Something was strange about missing only the irregulars in the test situation.

I could think of no way to elicit tokens of *mine, most, better and best* in a more casual situation, but eliciting plurals seemed possible. From *Ebony* magazine, I cut out pictures of a group of children and a group of men. For pictures of feet, I drew around my own. A few days later, I found a moment to ask each of the children individually and as casually as possible, “What’s that a picture of?” The over-generalized plurals dropped from 15 to 6.

One possible explanation for the over-generalizations may be inherent in the test situation itself. Oral language testing may inevitably elicit more monitored speech, thereby shifting language production to what William Labov has termed hypercorrections, favoring forms that are more prestigious (in dialects) or more rule-governed (in development) (Cazden 1975). In other words, the children in the testing situation were offering more incorrect answers (over-generalizations) simply because they were trying to be more careful, actually over-correcting their natural speech.

**Back to the Classroom: Research**

A few years after San Diego, I shifted my university research back to my initial interest in classrooms, only gradually realizing how different, difficult, and less satisfying that would turn out to be. For one, switching from studying a pair of interactions to large groups has huge implications, especially the difficulties of taping student speech and keeping track of individual speakers. In addition, interactions within the family are typically among trusted familiars within a single cultural and linguistic group, while demography in the U.S. (and other developed countries such as New Zealand) means that teachers are very likely to be strangers and from the dominant culture, no matter what proportion of their students are from a non-dominant minority.

Fortunately my first classroom research was in one primary-grade setting during “Sharing Time” (or Morning News). One child narrated a personal experience to which the teacher responded, sometimes in the middle and always at the end. In her doctoral research, Sarah Michaels (1981) had done a fine-grained linguistic analysis of one California teacher’s negative responses to the narrative of an African American girl. When Michaels moved to the Boston area, we continued that research, replicating in Boston a teacher’s negative treatment of what we came to call “episodic” narratives of primarily African American children. We explored possible causes of the teachers’ reactions to stories that seemed to them to be “rambling” rather than tightly focused on a single story idea.

Possible causes of negative reactions from teachers included the greater length and complexity of the episodic narratives and the topic’s unfamiliarity or lack of significance to the teacher. In addition, there was the cultural difference between child and teacher. Both of our teachers were white, and in the Massachusetts classroom 96% of the white children’s narratives were topic-centered in contrast to only 34% of the black children’s, which were primarily strung out narratives of various happenings.
To further explore a possible ethnic base for the teachers’ differential responses, Michaels and I conducted a small matched guise experiment in which mimicked versions of the two kinds of narratives, with dialect differences and social class markers removed, were played to five black and seven white students at the Harvard Graduate School of Education. When the adults were asked to comment on the quality of the narratives and the probable academic success of the child narrator, the white adults were much more likely to find the episodic narratives hard to follow, while black adults noted differences but appreciated both.

Leona’s story that we named “At Grandmother’s” evoked the most divergent responses. All the white teachers rated Leona below children who told simple topic-centered stories. The black adults, in contrast found the story, “At Grandmother’s” easy to understand and interesting with lots of detail and description. All the black adults except one rated the child as highly verbal, very bright and/or successful in school. Two expanded on the importance of the child’s grandmother in the story, explaining that the holiday is an occasion when she gets to spend the night with her grandmother who is an important figure in her life. The black teachers also said that if you missed that inference about her grandmother you missed the whole point of the story. Missing the point was exactly the case for the white adults (Cazden, 2001).

New Zealand

In subsequent research in New Zealand (NZ), it became clear that such differential treatment is not confined to racial differences in the U.S. While in NZ on a Fulbright fellowship, I played this same tape to three groups of white teachers, graduate students, and speech therapists. Their responses were very similar to those at Harvard, all but one finding “At Grandmother’s” difficult to follow.

Also in New Zealand, I discovered similar white teacher responses to indigenous Maori children in one-on-one situations. Because of national concern for the underachievement of Maori students (about 15% of the population, comparable to African Americans in the US), New Zealand literacy educator Marie Clay wanted to look closely at the engagement of the youngest (5-year old) students, and how their teachers provided for cultural differences. She and her assistant observed Maori, Pacific Island, and white children for six mornings in six New Entrants classrooms. In these classrooms, the children were taught by white teachers, who focused particularly on individualized reading and writing activities with their students. The researchers wrote down all teacher interactions with the two children from each group who were nearest to their 5th birthday. Researchers repeated this process with different children during the second term when the classes were larger due to the addition of a new group of just-fives.

The researchers found that all the children, new to school though they were, stayed on task in their individual activities of reading, writing, and drawing more than 90% of the time. But the attention of the circulating teacher was distributed unequally across the ethnic groups, especially in extended interactions when the teacher in some way asked the child to “talk more” (TM).

In the first term, the Pakeha and Pacific Island children averaged more than 5 TMs per morning, but the Maori children received less than 4. In the second term when the classes were larger, it is not surprising that there were fewer opportunities for interactions with the teacher for all the children, but the relative Maori disadvantage increased: more than 3.5 TMs for Pakeha and Pacific Island children vs. less than 2 for Maori. Teachers admitted to Clay that the Maori children “were harder to talk to.” Clay stressed the potential consequences of such differences accumulating over entire days throughout the school year, but she did not explore underlying causes.

Current Research Interests

In recent years, both before and after my retirement from Harvard, I have been more active in writing than in doing empirical research myself.
Much of my interest has remained on discourse within the classroom, along with differential treatment and cultural differences. Differential treatment and cultural differences refer to two different perspectives on the single problem of achieving greater equity in learning opportunities. As frequently used, the terms refer to perspectives that contrast with each other. The differential treatment perspective usually criticizes over-differentiation (as in the Sharing Time and Talk More examples above), thereby unintentionally reinforcing, even increasing, inequalities in particular knowledge and skills that were present before entering school. The cultural difference perspective, in contrast, usually criticizes under-differentiation, and asserts that differences should be taken into account more rather than less (the focus of much recent research).

The cumulative work of many researchers contributes to a more complex and less simply oppositional picture. Differential treatment can be helpful as well as harmful, and a focus on generalized cultural differences can detract from close observations and empathetic listening to individual learners.

Currently (at age 85 but still active) I work twice a year in Australia on an independent research team evaluating the “Stronger Smarter Learning Communities Project” (SSLC), a large national intervention project to improve the education of Aboriginal students. The SSLC program is directed by an Aboriginal educator, Chris Sarra. A major tenet of the SSLC program is “high expectations leadership” that can counter deficit thinking and racist stereotypes, still pervasive in Australian culture.

As part of our evaluation, we interviewed several principals. One spoke strongly about his beliefs:

I passionately believe in the capacity and future of our Indigenous children and community….It’s the latent racism of low expectations and the fields that we construct within the school that really add to disengagement of Indigenous kids…. If you’ve got 10% of Indigenous students in your senior school, then you should have 10% of your kids in physics….I’m working on challenging the teachers to review their own practices, so that if a student fails, it goes from ‘blame the kid’ to ‘How am I going to get them over the line.’

As the evaluation research continues, we will learn more about what is happening in the classrooms to translate such verbal expressions of high expectations into enhanced learning opportunities for Aboriginal children. Beyond the importance of this work in Australia, it is another attempt to answer the fundamental questions about barriers to learning and achievement among children of lower socio-economic communities, questions I took with me to Harvard from that working class school in Connecticut some 50 years ago.
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